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1 Introduction
Policies that include road user charging are drawing increasing interest. Hence, the accuracy
of willingness to pay forecasts and the role of value of time (VoT) in the route choice context
are becoming increasingly important to model. In particular, this is essential for route choice
models in congested road networks where charging is introduced. In the Danish context,
charging policies include toll rings, GPS-based road user charges, specific tolled sections of
motorways, and new fixed links projects replacing ferries or bridges with capacity problems.
However, large-scale route choice models seldom consider explicitly VoT
distributions among car drivers, whilst there is a rich literature on the behavioural importance
of this (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3]). Multi-class route choice models may consider differences between
average VoT across different trip purposes, and a few route choice models may account for
VoT distributions within a given trip purpose, but typically applied large-scale route choice
models do not include a full relationship between socio-economic variables and VoT
distributions.
This paper analyzes VoT distributions in the route choice context. The work relies on
several GPS-data sources, thus allowing the estimation of VoT distributions of car road users,
detailing how VoT relates to socio-economic variables and trip purposes. The estimated
models are implemented and tested on cases in the Danish National Transport Model (NTM),
and differences between the model outcome with and without VoT distributions are
discussed.

2 Background
Mixed discrete choice models with random distributed VoT for road users have been used for
more than two decades (see, e.g., [4]). Early work has also considered random distributed
VoT in route choice models [5], and is an example of a large-scale multi-class stochastic user
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equilibrium model (SUE) including VoT distribution has been presented for the Copenhagen
region [6]. This model built upon Stated Preference (SP) data.
The AKTA experiment in Copenhagen contained a rich data of behavioural responses
to road pricing [1, 7]. 500 car drivers were followed over 2 periods of 12-16 weeks with and
without road pricing. A total of about 300,000 trips were recorded. A sample of participants
also carried out a SP-experiment prior to the RP-experiment.
Interestingly, the analysis of the data showed the wide variety of the VoT among
participants. Nielsen [1] revealed that this contained both an unexplained distribution of
travel time including an extra annoyance for delays (modelled as correlated logarithmic
normal distributions), as well as an explainable part due to socio-economic attributes –
especially income. Also, the analysis showed a significantly large difference between VoT
from the initial SP-experiment and the actual behavioural changes in the main RP-experiment
[8].
Taste variation has been accounted for in the NTM, and income dependency has been
considered in the European Trans-Tools model. Trans-Tools v2 also moved from a traditional
matrix-based traffic assignment model to a tour-based, where VoT depends upon the zone
where trips generated. This general model formulation allows implementing a more rigid
relationship between socio-economic variables and VoT distributions within the assignment
model.

3 Data and approach
The aim of this paper is to build upon the data and empirical evidence from the AKTA
experiment, in order to analyze VoT variability issues. Improved estimation techniques and
choice set generation methods were used in order to explain as much as possible of the
variation by socio-economic data, still including a component for stochastic (random) taste
variation.
The paper first describes the processing and cleaning of the GPS-data, then the
doubly stochastic method for route choice set generation [9] where it was secured that
observed routes were included, and finally the error component logit [see, e.g., 6] with a path
size term [10] accounting for similarities across alternatives for model estimation.
Data and networks from the NTM are used for model estimation and as “test
laboratory”. The LTM is a large-scale model consisting of 51,172 links and 890 zones.
Although the NTM has as many as 19 trip purposes, VoT distributions were only considered
for the four passenger car purposes that are relevant within the Copenhagen region (long-
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distance, vans and truck utility functions remain unaltered, because unsupported by the
AKTA data). The tour-based approach from TransTools was adapted to this model in order to
analyze the relationship between socio-economic variables and VoT variation.

4 Results
This paper presents model estimation results, including how VoT relates to income and other
socio-economic variables, trip purposes, and how congestion is perceived when compared to
free flow conditions. Not surprisingly, VoT increases with income. Probably more
surprisingly, VoT depends on the trip purpose. This means that the same traveller may have
different VoT depending on trip purpose (e.g., a higher VoT when going to work, a lower
VoT when going for a leisure trip in the evening).
Then, this paper compares results from the NTM with VoT distributions and income
dependency with results from an NTM version with fixed mean values. The full model is a
multi-class SUE model, with random distributed correlated VoT, and where the mean VoT
depends on the zone of origin of the travellers (home zone for both outgoing and homebound
trips). The conclusion of the comparison is that the model is improved considerably by
explaining VoT distributions endogenous and, especially, that forecasts of pricing scenarios
varies significantly.
The final part of this paper discusses how socio-economic evaluations of charging
schemes would change – typically increasing benefits – if the specific route choice VoTs are
adapted in the appraisal methods. This is an expected result, since the users with high VoT
will choose to pay and will get the time benefits, which are evaluated higher than the average
population. At the same time, users with low VoT and low willingness to pay will change
route, but their time loss will be evaluated less than on average due to their lower VoT. This
result indicates that introducing road user charging may prove to have a higher socioeconomic benefit than what is calculated by models using mean VoT only.
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